AVAILAIBLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH ALBAN CAT

» NO DELIVERY LEAD TIMES
» STOCKED IN NEW PAVER ECO TANKS
» USE PRIOR TO PAVER WINTER REBUILD
» CONVENIENT PICK-UP

AVAILABLE IN 5 GAL PAILS - 55 GAL DRUMS - 275 GAL TOTES

APPLICATIONS

» PAVING EQUIPMENT
» TOOLS
» DISTRIBUTORS
» HOT PATCH TRUCKS
» TAILGATES
» MILLING MACHINE RADIATORS
» MATERIAL TRANSFER MACHINES
» ASPHALT PLANT DRAG CHAINS

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE ASPHALT SOLVENT

www.albancat.com

ECONOMICAL - MIXES WITH WATER UP TO 30-1

TO PREVENT ASPHALT BUILD UP

APPLICATIONS

» AUTOMATIC TIRE SPRAY ON MATERIAL TRANSFER MACHINES
» CONVEYOR BELTS & PULLEYS
» AUTOMATIC TRACK SPRAY ON TRACK PAVERS
» RUBBER TIRE ROLLERS
» CHAINS IN MATERIAL TRANSFER MACHINES

Available in 5 GAL PAILS and 55 GAL DRUMS

CASE STUDY

NoTrax field test (30-1 rate) in Weiler E2850 tire spray down system.

NoTrax treated tire after 1 hour

Untreated tire after 1 hour
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For cleaning asphalt from tools and equipment use PaveForce Asphalt Solvent

» EPA COMPLIANT
» FAST-ACTING CLEANER
» LEAVES A SLICK FILM
» WATER-RINSABLE

**DIESEL FUEL IS NO LONGER AN OPTION.**

» Using diesel fuel is a violation of the EPA’s Oil Pollution Control Act
» Discharge of diesel fuel is prohibited by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
» Using diesel fuel may result in fines up to $10,000 per day, per violation.

**ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE**

**5-DAY BIODEGRADABILITY RESULTS**

Over 50% of PaveForce biodegrades after only 5 days and is 100% biodegradable over time. It’s nonhazardous and all natural so it can be used safely without the threat of EPA penalties.
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**SAFE TO USE**

**HIGH FLASHPOINT**

PaveForce has a flashpoint of over 200 degrees Fahrenheit making it RCRA Compliant and Non HAZMAT. Unlike competitive products, PaveForce is non-flammable and therefore safer to use.

**CLEAN SUPERIOR CLEANING POWER**

In real world simulation tests and DOT certified tests, PaveForce has outperformed the competition in its ability to clean asphalt. In fact, PaveForce is twice as effective as citrus solvents and over 40% more effective than diesel fuel in relative cleaning power.

**CITRUS** 115°F

**DIESEL** 130°F

**RELEASE GREATER RELEASE POWER**

Release power is important in keeping tools and shovels clean. We applied PaveForce, diesel fuel and a leading citrus solvent to a clean shovel and monitored asphalt build-up. PaveForce was able to complete 50 shovels of asphalt before noticeable build-up occurred.
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